
COUNTRY REPORT ROUGH DRAFT PARAGRAPHS
Section                                                                                       Date due -             
A. What does this country look like?           Jan. 30 (Thurs.)
B. What is the weather like?
_____________________________________________________________________________

C. What are some favorite foods? Feb. 13 (Thurs.)
D. How do people dress? (Remember to also draw an example of the 
kinds of clothing you might see. The drawing is due when the final 
report is done – not when the paragraph is due)
___________________________________________________________.
E. What type of education?                               Feb. 27 (Thurs.) 
F.What is the religion?
___________________________________________________________
G. Describe 3 places of interest.          March 12 (Thurs.)
(Remember to also put these 3 places, the capital, and your 3 cities 
on your map. This part can be done anytime before the report is due)
The map is due when the finished report is due)
H. What type of transportation?
_______________________________________________________
I. What are the houses and buildings like? March 26 (Thurs.)
J.  What meaning does the flag have?
(Remember to also draw and color a picture of the country’s flag. 
This picture is due when the final report is due)
___________________________________________________________
_ ***Only the paragraphs are due every two weeks.***

Once these paragraphs have been corrected and graded you will be 
rewriting them over on wide ruled notebook paper and putting them 
in a 3 ringed binder in the order listed on this sheet (sections A-J).
The cover of the binder needs to be decorated and your name and 
number must be on the front cover, as well.
The hand drawn map*, flag, and clothing pictures are submitted in the
binder with the final report due in May.
*The map must include: your 3 places of interest, 3 cities, and the 
capital.
Any other pictures or sections can be included in the final report for 
extra credit such as newspaper articles/headlines, sports, or the arts.

FINAL REPORT IS DUE TUESDAY, May 5
(Late projects will be automatically given one grade lower)


